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If you’re editing multiple worksheets in Microsoft Excel, it might be helpful to group them together. This allows you to make changes to the same range of cells across multiple worksheets. Here’s how to do it. Grouping Multiple Worksheets in Microsoft Excel Grouping worksheets together in Excel can be useful if you have an Excel workbook with
multiple sheets that contain different data but follow the same layout. The example below shows this in action. Our Excel workbook, named “School Data,” contains multiple worksheets related to the operation of a school. Three of the worksheets have lists of students for different classes, named “Class A,” “Class B,” and “Class C.” If we group these
worksheets together, any actions we perform on any of these worksheets will be applied to all of them. For instance, say we want to insert an IF formula in column G (cells G4 to G12) on each worksheet to determine whether any students were born in either 1998 or 1999. If we group the worksheets together before we insert the formula, we can
apply it to the same range of cells on all three worksheets. RELATED: How to Use Logical Functions in Excel: IF, AND, OR, XOR, NOT To group worksheets together, press and hold the Ctrl key and click each worksheet you want to group together at the bottom of the Excel window. Grouped worksheets appear with a white background, while
unselected worksheets appear in gray. The example below shows the IF formula we suggested above inserted in the “Class B” worksheet. Thanks to worksheet grouping, the same formula was inserted in cells G4 to G12 on the “Class A” and “Class C” worksheets, too. If we further modify any of these cells—like by adding a second set of formulas to
column H—the change will be applied to all the grouped worksheets simultaneously. Grouping All Worksheets in Microsoft Excel When you press and hold Ctrl, you can select multiple individual worksheets and group them together. If you have a much larger workbook, though, this is impractical. If you want to group all the worksheets in an Excel
workbook, you can save time by right-clicking one of the worksheets listed at the bottom of the Excel window. From here, click “Select All Sheets” to group all your worksheets together. Ungrouping Worksheets in Microsoft Excel After you’ve finished making changes to multiple worksheets, you can ungroup them in two ways. The quickest method is
to right-click a selected worksheet at the bottom of the Excel window, and then click “Ungroup Sheets.” You can also ungroup individual sheets one at a time. Just press and hold Ctrl, and then select the sheets you want to remove from the group. Worksheet tabs you ungroup will return to a gray background. Page 2 Between Dolch and Fry words
there are over 1000 words your child needs to recognize on sight. Here are the most commonly used sight words in first grade and how you can help your child learn them by heart. Reading is a complex skill that requires lots of little processes coming together to make sense from a bunch of symbols on the page. And as your child begins to master
age-appropriate books in first grade, they'll be using a lot of different strategies to read. Much of the work of reading is spent decoding words by segmenting into sounds then blending them together to make words. For instance, the way the word "cat" can be separated into the sounds c, a, and t, and sounded out to make the word "cat." However,
some words cannot be easily sounded out, and since they often appear in text, it helps for kids to be able to recognize them with just one look. Enter the concept of sight words. Sight words need to be recognized at a glance, and parents can help kids to learn these important words in a number of ways. Here's what they're all about, plus ways you can
help your first grader master them. The most common sight words are available in lists compiled by educational experts more than 70 years ago. Dr. Edward Dolch produced his word list for kids aged PreK through to Grade 3. His list is still used in schools today and includes over 200 words. RELATED: Kindergarten Sight Words List and Printables
Dr. Edward Fry expanded on these word lists for grades 1-10 developing a bank of the 1,000 most commonly used words. Dolch words are the ones your child will encounter first as they learn to read and include words like: and, away, big, blue, can, come, down, find, for, funny, go, help, here. Fry words are the expanded bank of keywords that
children learn as they go into the third grade and beyond, they include: almost, along, always, began, between. You can find Dolch word lists here and Fry word lists here. RELATED: 30 Best Kids' Books of 2019 Dolch's list of first grade sight words includes 41 words building on those learned in Kindergarten. Here they are: After Again An Any As Ask
By Could Every Fly From Give Going Had Has Her Him His How Just Know Let Live May Of Old Once Open Over Put Round Some Stop Take Thank Them Then Think Walk Were When Learning sight words is an important part of developing early reading skills, but it can seem a little dull to children. Incorporate these games and fun activities as well
as simply enjoying books together to help keep things interesting. With this practice, your child will soon be reading the goodnight story to you! RELATED: What Your Kid Will Learn in First Grade Quiz your child on these words throughout the day. You can also keep kids active at the same time by asking them to jog/skip/jump when they get to
particular words. Feel free to swap the words over as your child masters them, but be sure to circle back and consolidate their knowledge. Kids love to answer questions, so write these two sight words on their own cards: "when" and "how." Then let your child ask you questions so long as they can select and read aloud the right question word. Start
with ten sight words at a time and write them out twice on cards to make a pair. Play Go Fish by turning one card over at a time and trying to match the sight word. Make sure your child reads the word aloud as well as matching them by sight. Create flashcards and test your child on them. Make it a game by using a timer and moving on to a new card
if your child gets frustrated. Repeat the same set of words to give your child confidence through achievement before moving on o a new set. RELATED: First Grade Math Prep: 6 Skills Your Child Will Learn Subtraction is a key skill to learn for young students. But, it can be a challenging skill to master. Some children will require manipulatives such as
number lines, counters, small blocks, pennies, or even candy such as gummies or M&Ms. Regardless of the manipulatives they might use, young students will need lots of practice to master any math skill. Use the following free printables, which provide subtraction problems up to the number 20, to help students get the practice they need. D.Russell
Print the PDF: Worksheet No. 1 In this printable, students will learn basic math facts answering questions using numbers up to 20. Students can work the problems on the paper and write the answers just below each problem. Note that some of these problems do require borrowing, so be sure to review that skill before handing out the worksheets.
D.Russell Print PDF: Worksheet No. 2 This printable gives students further practice solving subtraction problems using numbers up to 20. Students can work the problems on the paper and write the answers just below each problem. If students are struggling, use various manipulatives—pennies, small blocks, or even small pieces of candy. D.Russell
Print the PDF: Worksheet No. 3 In this printable, students continue to answer subtraction questions using numbers up to 20 and noting their answers just below each problem. Take the opportunity, here, to go over a few of the problems on the board together with the entire class. Explain that borrowing and carrying in math are known
as regrouping. D.Russell Print the PDF: Worksheet No. 4 In this printable, students continue to work basic subtraction problems and fill in their answers below each problem. Consider using pennies to teach the concept. Give each student 20 pennies; have them count out the number of pennies listed in the "minuend," the top number in a subtraction
problem. Then, have them count out the number of pennies listed in the "subtrahend," the bottom number in a subtraction problem. This is a quick way to help students learn by counting real objects. D.Russell Print the PDF: Worksheet No. 5 Using this worksheet, teach subtraction skills by using gross-motor learning, where students actually stand
up and walk around to learn the concept. If your class is large enough, have students stand at their desks. Count the number of students in the minuend, and have them come to the front of the room, such as "14." Then, count the number of students in the subtrahend—"6" in the case of one of the problems on the worksheet—and have them sit down.
This provides a good visual way to show students that the answer to this subtraction problem would be eight. D.Russell Print the PDF: Worksheet No. 6 Before students begin to work the subtraction problems on this printable, explain to them that you'll give them one minute in which to work the problems. Offer a small prize to the student who gets
the most answers correct within the timeframe. Then, start your stopwatch and let the student loose on the problems. Competition and deadlines can be good motivational tools for learning. D.Russell Print the PDF: Worksheet No. 7 To complete this worksheet, have students work independently. Give them a set time—perhaps five or 10 minutes—to
complete the worksheet. Collect the worksheets, and when the students have gone home correct them. Use this kind of formative assessment to see how well students are mastering the concept, and adjust your strategies for teaching subtraction if needed. D.Russell Print the PDF: Worksheet No 8 In this printable, students will continue to learn basic
math facts answering questions using numbers up to 20. Since the students have been practicing the skill for a while, use this and the subsequent worksheets as time-fillers. If students complete some other math work early, give them this worksheet to see how they perform. D.Russell Print the PDF: Worksheet No. 9 Consider assigning this printable
as homework. Practicing basic math skills, such as subtraction and addition, is a good way for young students to master the concept. Tell students to use manipulative they might have at home, such as change, marbles, or small blocks, to help them complete the problems. D.Russell Print the PDF: Worksheet No. 10 As you wrap up your unit on
subtracting numbers up to 20, have students complete this worksheet independently. Have students swap worksheets when they are done, and grade their neighbor's work as you post the answers on the board. This saves you hours of grading time after school. Collect the graded papers so you can see how well the students have mastered the
concept. Find more math practice for your first graders with these word problem worksheets.
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